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Page One - A Context for Humanity was 
provided with the Old Testament as written 
by Moses. A Historical context. And a principal 
context giving humanity an express-able 
knowledge of principle content.  The History 
included origins to Humanity, and rationale 
that explains the chronic difficulties of m-
nkind. In the old -testaments resolutions to 
the chronic problems of m-n kind were not 
provided. Humanity seemed doomed to toil 
hard till certain death on Earth. The Earthly 
claim to dominion with ownership of 
intelligence offering them no relief. Moses 
pointed out this ownership was seriously 
flawed, by Humanities ownership of the 
broken knowledge system, “the Tree of 
Knowledge and Good and Evil”.   Zim 
Mathematics documents this knowledge 
system as being   the Earthly expression of 
expression Knowledge methodology. Where 
the only possible return from this intelligence 
and kingdom were ever diminishing and with 
the only possible result a non-express-able 
and terminal event(s) and serie(s).  This is the 
only outcome provided in the Old Testament, 
with this principal and principle knowledge. 

Page Two - A Human answer was foreseen as 
the only possible resolution to this chronic, 
unforgiveable misfortune. A Jewish Messiah. 

An answer offered to the dilemma 
documented in the Bible Old Testament - The 
Life of Jesus as documented in the New 
Testament. His testimonies, miracles, Life AND 
Death as witnessed and told.  From this we can 
determine what Jesus meant as being “The 
Way, The Truth and The Life”. Jesus also gave 
more information explaining how he was the 
Principal Father, Son of G-d, and Holy Ghost. 
With verbal metaphors, descriptions, 
testimony, miracles on how this could be, was, 
and always will be.  On retrospect we might 
also say he is our Rationale, Analysis AND 
Outcome(s). Which can be represented 
mathematically as a statement of Principal 
AND/Or Principal Open Domain.  
Mathematically this Jesus Principality as a 1 
AND / Or _0_ as object(s) expressed/non-
expressed within recognized Earthly Math -
Systems, can give us access to the Biblical 
“Tree of Life”. All such stated object(s) are said 
to be feasible. 


